33rd ANNUAL CONVENTION

Many thanks to IASB and our bureau partners.
Looking forward to another great year working together!
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For fees, availability, and more ideas, contact Ann Shavrick Sudry
at anns@harrywalker.com. We look forward to working with you!

646.227.4900
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www.harrywalker.com



Thank you for joining us for the 33rd Annual IASB Convention!
This is the signature event of the International Association of Speakers Bureaus (IASB)
and the largest gathering of speakers bureau, agency and speaker management
professionals in the world. Designed by and for our members, the convention provides
attendees with unparalleled opportunities to learn, engage and build relationships.
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Welcome to Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada!

PROGRAM PARTNERS.............................................Page 3

A culturally diverse city known for its natural beauty and progressive perspectives,
we hope you’ll take advantage of the many things this city has to offer. And speaking
of diverse, we have one of the most inclusive line-ups to date, and we couldn’t be
more thrilled!
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This conference is all about ENGAGING, so maximize the opportunity of meeting a
friendly face by sitting next to someone new in a session - take advantage of every
moment you have over the next three days to connect with your colleagues, our
partners and invited guest speakers including:
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DR. JP PAWLIW-FRY: presenting our signature Masterclass which features current
industry research and interactive content that will have you looking at your business
in a whole new way!
JESSICA HOLMES: keeping everyone smiling, awake, ENGAGED and assured that the
show is running smoothly.
COLONEL CHRIS HADFIELD: taking us on the fascinating journey he lived as an
astronaut, engineer and test pilot, and sharing the experiences that brought him to
where he is today as a respected leader and inspirational speaker.

Download the Convention App!
Download the app to your mobile device.
Includes interactive content, schedule and
session info, plus speaker and attendee info.
If you need assistance stop by the Convention Registration
desk and IASB Staff will be happy to help.

JADE SIMMONS: closing our conference out on a high note with a jaw-dropping
musical performance that will inspire you to want to do better today.
Rounding out our content are the IASBtalks featuring carefully curated speakers,
our Industry Insights panel, and Best Practices concurrent sessions diving deep on
specific relevant topics to our industry.

Get Social with IASB Year-round!
FOLLOW IASB ON
TWITTER: @IASBWEB
HASHTAG: #IASB2019

It’s show time, so get out there and ENGAGE!…oh, and be sure to grab a Coffee Crisp
and a Caesar (no, not the salad)…a couple of Canada’s must-trys!
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Board President: Convention Co-Chairs:

E

For more information:
International Association of Speakers Bureaus
1850 E Southern Avenue, Tempe, AZ 85282 USA
+1 480-839-1423 info@iasbweb.org
www.iasbweb.org
Charlotte Raybourn

Martin Perelmuter

Andrew Stoney

Convention Committee Members:

Canesha Appleton

James Maroney

Jen Peykar

Adrián Peña

Iván Abanades
Past Chair

Arnold Sand
Past Chair

Nick Gold
Board Liaison

Interested in connecting with your colleagues to help plan the 2020 Convention?
Please contact the Incoming Board President, Richard Schelp or IASB Executive VP, Marie Fredette at (480) 839-1423/info@iasbweb.org.
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SPECIAL THANKS!

The following companies have visibly demonstrated their support for the
industry and association by making a significant contribution to the Convention.
Please join us in expressing our deepest appreciation for their generosity and goodwill.

Platinum Sponsor

Gold Sponsors

Masterclass Host

Breakfast Roundtables Host

Silver Sponsors

Video Spots

In-Kind Partners

Please refer to Page 21 for contact information for the above Partners.
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SCHEDULE INFO
Refer to the Mobile App for additional details, updates and links.
The Convention Desk will be located near the Pinnacle Ballroom (3rd Floor).
The Engage Lounge will be located in the Pinnacle Foyer and will be open
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on Friday & Saturday.

CONVENTION REGISTRATION/CHECK-IN
PRE-CONFERENCE SESSION: MASTERCLASS*
SPECIAL SESSION: ORIENTATION
WELCOME RECEPTION**

FRIDAY, APRIL 5
8:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.
1:15 p.m. - 2:15 p.m.
2:15 p.m. - 2:45 p.m.
2:45 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

SPONSORED BY THE HARRY WALKER AGENCY
Download the App to your mobile device. Includes
interactive content, schedule and session info, plus
speaker and attendee info.
If you need assistance stop by the Convention Registration desk and
IASB Staff will be happy to help.

SATURDAY, APRIL 6

THURSDAY, APRIL 4
2:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
6:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
6:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Stay Connected with the Convention Mobile App

OPENING PLENARY
ENGAGE BREAK**
IASBtalks
LUNCH**
CONCURRENT SESSIONS
ENGAGE BREAK**
BEST PRACTICE SESSIONS*
FRIDAY NIGHT EXPERIENCE (RECEPTION)**

7:30 a.m. - 8:45 a.m.
9:00 a.m. - 9:15 a.m.
9:15 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.
1:15 p.m. - 2:15 p.m.
2:15 p.m. - 2:45 p.m.
2:45 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

BREAKFAST ROUNDTABLES*/**
IASB ANNUAL MEETING
PLENARY SESSION
ENGAGE BREAK**
IASBtalks
LUNCH**
CONCURRENT SESSIONS
ENGAGE BREAK**
CLOSING PLENARY
RECEPTION**
DINNER & AWARDS PROGRAM**

*Session is restricted to registered attendees.
**Meal functions are included in the registration fee. Your attendee badge serves as your
ticket to these functions. Additional meal tickets for guests may be purchased at the
convention desk by Noon on Friday. Evening function attendees must be 21 years or older.
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Cheryl’s Top Keynotes :
- Future of Work Is Now
- The Art of Change Leadership
- Future Ready Teams
- The Future of Recruiting & Retaining
Top Talent

“Cheryl Cran is the Genuine ‘Real Deal’
There is no better inspirational speaker, future of work expert (technology and demographics), and
change leadership mentor than Cheryl Cran. Cheryl is totally credible, sincere, transparent, and
endearing as she relates her life experiences to today’s business and work situations. I have no
reservations in recommending her to any Fortune 100 company who is dealing with radical change
in their workforce. The world would be a much better place if they followed Cheryl’s advice and
recommendations on hope to relate to others and how to cope.”
C. Lee, Raytheon

NEW BOOK!
Inspiration, actionable ideas and thrilled clients, Cheryl
Cran is a sought after global keynote speaker on future of
work and how leaders and teams can lead the change to
create the future now.
Cheryl and her team have a long standing reputation
of partnering with bureaus and their clients to produce
stellar results.
nextmapping.com
michelle@nextmapping.com
1 833 NXTMAPP

Happy Keynote Clients Include:
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THURSDAY APRIL 4
Unless otherwise noted, all events take place in the Pinnacle Ballroom (3rd Floor).
Refer to the Mobile App for additional details, updates and links.
*Session is restricted to Members and registered attendees.
**Name Badge or Meal Ticket required.
Speaker Biographies may be found on pages 16-18; additional session info including
session-related handouts where available may be accessed in the mobile event app.

2:30 p.m. – 5:30 p.m. MASTERCLASS*
HOSTED BY ALDEN MILLS
Introduced in 2012, the Masterclass was an instant success and continues
to deliver relevant tools, resources and actionable ideas and strategies.

Welcome to Vancouver!

The Science of High Performing
Speaker Agents and Bureaus

The convention desk will be open daily with IASB Staff available.

Dr. JP PAWLIW-FRY

2:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. CONVENTION REGISTRATION (Pinnacle Foyer)

6:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. SPECIAL SESSION (Dundarave)

First-time Attendee Orientation
Take away tips for maximizing your time plus an overview of the
resources and connections available to you at this brief orientation.
6:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. WELCOME RECEPTION** (Pinnacle Foyer)
HOSTED BY NEXT MAPPING
Featuring light hors d’oeuvres and a cash bar (one complimentary
drink is included).

There are two simple yet critical questions you
need to answer if you are going to be successful
in the bureau business: How do I sell more? How do I help my people
to sell more? This masterclass will be the culmination of research
conducted over a six-month period within the bureau industry
itself focusing on two key parts: 1) what do top speaker agents do
differently to sell more? And, 2) how can you lead your sales team –
select, hire, retain and engage - so that there is a higher probability
they can be high performers?
Part 1: What differentiates highly effective speaker agents?
Part 2: Leadership: What does it mean to lead a team to sell more?

Global Meetings Industry Day
Join us as we celebrate Global Meetings Industry Day (GMID)
an International Day of Advocacy for the meetings & events industry.

"Spot-on for high-performing teams
with big numbers to hit."
—Cox Communications
"Alden fired up 4,000 of our best
customers…brought them to their feet!”
—Lennox Itl.

"Alden connected with the hearts and the
minds of my people…with a rousing
ovation!" b
—Premier Financial Alliance
“Aldenbset the tone–then stole the
he show.”
w”
—Fortune’s ScaleUp Summit

Learn more: Alden@Alden-Mills.com
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FRIDAY APRIL 5
Unless otherwise noted, all events take place in the Pinnacle Ballroom (3rd Floor).
Refer to the Mobile App for additional details, updates and links.
*Session is restricted to Members and registered attendees.
**Name Badge or Meal Ticket required.
Speaker Biographies may be found on pages 16-18; additional session info including
session-related handouts where available may be accessed in the mobile event app.

8:30 a.m. - 9:00 a.m. PLENARY SESSION

10:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. BREAK** (Pinnacle Foyer)
ENGAGE LOUNGE HOSTED BY CAA SPEAKERS
Recharge your tech and bio batteries while connecting with colleagues
in the Engage Lounge located in the Pinnacle Foyer.
10:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. SPECIAL SESSION

IASBtalks
Engage 2019
PRESIDING:
CHARLOTTE RAYBOURN 2018 IASB PRESIDENT

Offering much more than a showcase, the IASBtalks Program features
professional speakers specially selected to share their knowledge and
expertise on topics relevant to our industry. Plus explore a topic of
interest more fully in the afternoon's concurrent sessions.
Check out the booking incentive for IASB Members!
Refer to Page 18 for speaker biographies and the mobile event app for more info.

Official Convention Emcee
JESSICA HOLMES
Jessica Holmes has opened for giants like
Seinfeld, Ellen, and Oprah. Combining stand-up,
music and improvisation she performed at Just
For Laughs and The Second City before starring in her own TV series
The Holmes Show. Her hilarious take on life’s challenges as well as her
unique knack for skewering celebrities have audiences in stitches. As
a host and emcee, Jessica provides a performance filled with great
off-the-cuff moments and interactions with the audience. Weaving
her comedy in and out, Jessica maintains a great pace throughout the
event, never losing sight of the bottom line: it’s your special event,
and it deserves to be extraordinary.

9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. OPENING KEYNOTE

Influence Redefined...Be the Leader
You Were Meant to Be, Monday to
Monday®
STACEY HANKE, CSP
You may not be as influential as you think you
are! Most of us believe if we know our topic or if we feel good we
must be good. Influence Redefined will give you the opportunity
to take a closer look at what's really going on rather than what you
believe to be true. To solve this challenge, we have to understand
influence is a result not an intent. Influence is everything you say in
every way, every day Monday to Monday®. To achieve influence, we
need to see ourselves through the eyes and ears of our listeners. It is
achieved through deliberate practice, holding yourself accountable
and asking for meaningful feedback.

An Astronaut’s Guide to Leadership
COLONEL CHRIS HADFIELD
EXCLUSIVE WITH SPEAKERS' SPOTLIGHT
Commanding a spaceship takes superb
leadership. The vehicle is complex and isolated,
the team is international, and the stakes are the very highest – life
or death. Very few humans and only one Canadian have ever held
that command – Colonel Chris Hadfield. Through a lifetime of service
and three spaceflights, Chris has developed and honed leadership
theories and practices that have taken him to the very top. In his talk,
Chris illustrates fundamental ideas with original insights, including
examples from his own experiences as NASA’s Director of Operations
in Russia, being blinded during a spacewalk, and dealing with a
critical Space Station emergency. Chris has been a mentor in Crew
Resource Management as well as global astronaut/groundcrew
team development. He is a Masterclass teacher and three-time
internationally best-selling author. An immensely experienced
instructor, speaker and Commander, Chris will help your team see,
learn and remember how to lead more effectively.
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Permission Granted to Get Rid
of Your BS
RISHA GRANT
MANAGED BY 6 DEGREES SPEAKER MANAGEMENT
Whether implicit or conscious, bias is the number
one threat to humanity and any company's
success. If your company's goal is to create cohesiveness within your
organization, build boss teams, increase revenue, be innovative and/
or elevate your reputation- the bias in your workforce and community
is a roadblock. You know the problem. Permission: Granted is your
answer. Although diversity can often be an uncomfortable topic,
Risha’s approach helps attendees to easily understand the concept,
without feeling bored or judged. Risha Grant teaches Diversity &
Inclusion through the lens of humanity using terms like BS or Bias
Synapse as a way to explain our brain’s involvement in the processing
and validation of bias.

FRIDAY APRIL 5
10:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. SPECIAL SESSION (continued)

Think Different
DUNCAN WARDLE

12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. LUNCH** (Point Grey)
SPONSORED BY CMI SPEAKER MANAGEMENT
Enjoy locally-inspired food and great conversation.

Do you ever wonder why most of your best
ideas come to you in the shower? Have you ever
pitched a new idea to watch it diluted or killed
as it moves through the processes? Ever wanted
to know how Walt Disney came up with the idea for Disneyland or
how Netflix completely revolutionized the movie rental industry?
Or perhaps found yourself amazed at how some companies develop
killer insights that enabled them to break into major new categories.
Building on some 25 years experience with The Walt Disney Company,
most recently as Vice President of Innovation and Creativity, Duncan
Wardle creates an engaging presentation that will not only answer
these questions but leave you with tangible innovation tools to take
on your challenges in new and different ways that deliver tangible
results.
Your feedback is important!
Please take a minute to complete a brief evaluation at the end of each
session - click on the link in the session listing in the event app.
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FRIDAY APRIL 5
1:15 p.m. -2:15 p.m. CONCURRENT SESSIONS (Shaughnessy I & II)
Select one of the following. Specific room assignments may be found in the App.

Influence Redefined...Part II
PRESENTER: STACEY HANKE, CSP
We all want to enhance our influence…but what if we are
sabotaging our influence without even knowing it? How you
communicate verbally and non-verbally determines whether or not
others see you as credible, knowledgeable and trustworthy. Without
doing this effectively, you inhibit your potential to reach a goal of:
influencing, increasing profits and building a reputation you’re proud
of Monday to Monday®. Part II will continue the discussion and
practice of the skills and techniques for growing your influence.

The Theory Of Creativity
PRESENTER: DUNCAN WARDLE
I believe the ability to think Creatively is the one core human truth
that will remain relevant with the advent of Artificial Intelligence.
But haven’t we all been told we’re not creative? So many times, that
we end up believing it. But weren’t we all kids once? That childlike
curiosity led Einstein & Edison to huge breakthroughs. But haven’t we
been taught that there's only one right answer, so much so, that we
stopped looking for the next one? Now combine our lack of creativity
& curiosity with the real world. Drones may make fireworks irrelevant
in the next decade. 3D printing may make the tool industry obsolete
too. So how will we survive if we keep doing "business as usual?
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How can we embed a sustainable culture of innovation & creativity
throughout our organizations? Leaning on 25 years experience with
Disney I am now on a mission to prove that everyone is creative, by
designing a tangible innovation tool kit that everyone can use.
2:15 p.m. - 2:45 p.m. BREAK** (Pinnacle Foyer)
ENGAGE LOUNGE HOSTED BY CAA SPEAKERS
2:45 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. BEST PRACTICE SESSIONS* (Shaughnessy I & II)
Select one of the following. Specific room assignments may be found in the App.

Fraud Proofing Your Bureau: Cyber Threats To You
And Your Business
PRESENTER: CHRIS MATHERS
In a world where our most personal information
is for sale to the highest bidder, how do you
protect your business and yourself? Why would
a speakers bureau even be a target? Drawing
on his 20-year career as undercover operative for the RCMP, DEA and
US Customs Service and now as a crime and risk consultant, Chris will
explain how the face of crime has changed. He will demonstrate how
criminal organizations have embraced technology which allows them
to commit crimes against anyone, from anywhere, and what can you
do to reduce your chances of becoming a victim.

FRIDAY APRIL 5
2:45 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. BEST PRACTICE SESSIONS* CONTINUED

The Future of Client Innovation and
Business Best Practices
PRESENTER: CHERYL CRAN, CSP
In these rapidly changing times the meetings
industry is is in growth mode and client
expectations continue to increase. Bureaus and speaker management
firms are uniquely poised to enhance superior customer experience
for their clients and grow the business. In this best practices session
future of work expert, Cheryl Cran will provide research, insights and
facilitated ideas on client innovation and business best practices. Top
Take-aways include: Research and stats on the future of business and
impact of technology and people trends; Insights on the direction of
the industry and opportunities to pursue for business growth; Sales
ideas on how to increase impact of consultative selling for discerning
clients; Multi industry insights from businesses such as Uber, Air BnB,
Sephora that can be applied to speaker industry; Ideas shared via
polling from peer attendees on best customer/sales practices being
used to succeed in today and in the future.
Your feedback is important!
Please take a minute to complete a brief evaluation at the end of each
session - click on the link in the session listing in the event app.

4:00 p.m. -6:00 p.m. disENGAGE (FREE TIME)
Enjoy some well-deserved personal time. If you need assistance
making reservations at a restaurant for after our early evening event,
the Friday Night Experience, please check with the hotel’s concierge.
6:00 p.m. WALK TO OFF-SITE EVENT**
Please meet in the hotel lobby for directions to our event venue
located across the street at the Pinnacle Harbourfront Hotel. Once in
the hotel, please take an elevator to the 19th floor and then ascend
a short flight of steps to the Vista 360 Room. A small elevator is
available for those unable to use the stairs.
You will need your badge/ticket to gain access to the venue.
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. FRIDAY NIGHT EXPERIENCE/RECEPTION**

Welcome! Bienvenue!
19 stories above the city, with stunning views of the picturesque
Vancouver Harbour, the city lights and beautiful, majestic mountains,
the Pinnacle Harbourfront’s Vistas 360 room is Vancouver’s only
revolving* event space and is the for our signature event, the Friday
Night Experience...
Join us as we explore the culinary and cultural
delights of Canada's provinces.
Featuring heavy hors d’oeuvres and hosted cocktails.
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SATURDAY APRIL 6
Unless otherwise noted, all events take place in the Pinnacle Ballroom (3rd Floor).
Refer to the Mobile App for additional details, updates and links.
*Session is restricted to Members and registered attendees.
Speaker Biographies may be found on pages 16-18; additional session info including
session-related handouts where available may be accessed in the mobile event app.

7:30 a.m. - 8:45 a.m. BREAKFAST/ROUNDTABLES* (Point Grey)
HOSTED BY ROYCE CARLTON, AN ICM PARTNERS COMPANY

Tools of the Trade
Experience a light breakfast and interesting conversations during this
informal roundtable session. Bring your perspectives, experiences and
questions about the myriad of technology, tools and resources being
used within our industry today. The goal is for you to exchange and
leave with ideas to be more efficient, effective and productive within
your business.
9:00 a.m. – 9:15 a.m. PLENARY SESSION

9:15 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. PLENARY SESSION

Industry Insight: Responding to Disruption
FACILITATOR: TIM MATHY
PANELISTS: NICK GOLD, DIANE GOODMAN, SHAWN HANKS
Join us for the next installment in our industry insight series.
Following up on last year’s session where experts from outside and
inside the speakers bureau industry discussed the major trends and
game-changers that are driving change in the meetings industry, this
year’s session will focus on how members are staying ahead of the
curve by not only embracing change but leading it.
10:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. BREAK** (Pinnacle Foyer)
ENGAGE LOUNGE HOSTED BY CAA SPEAKERS
Recharge your tech and bio batteries while connecting with colleagues
in the Engage Lounge located in the Pinnacle Foyer.

IASB Annual Member Meeting
PRESIDING: CHARLOTTE RAYBOURN 2018 IASB PRESIDENT
All attendees are invited to attend this annual update featuring
organizational accomplishments and volunteer recognition.

Royce Carlton
SI NCE

212. 355.7 700 • 1.800.LECTURE
INFO@ROYC ECARLTON.COM
866 UN PLAZA , NY, NY 10017
1025 0 C O NST E LLAT I O N B LV D. , LA , CA 90 0 67

196 8

CAROLINE K E NNE DY

K A R A MO B R OW N

G O L D I E H AW N

JAY L E N O

JOHN CENA

CA DY C O L E M A N

A L A N A L DA

S H O N DA R H I M E S
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SATURDAY APRIL 6
10:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. SPECIAL SESSION

IASBtalks
Offering much more than a showcase, the IASBtalks Program features
professional speakers specially selected to share their knowledge and
expertise on topics relevant to our industry. Plus explore a topic of
interest more fully in the afternoon's concurrent sessions.
Check out the booking incentive for IASB Members!
Refer to Page 16 for speaker biographies and the mobile event app for more info.

Convergence - Closing The Gaps That
Prevent World Class Performance
PHILL NOSWORTHY
MANAGED BY ODE MANAGEMENT
We live in a time of massive and accelerating
change. That’s not a new insight at all. But what is so easily lost on
people is that a changing context demands a different approach to
success and high performance. Problematically, people all across
the world are running personal and professional strategies that,
though incredibly effective in the 80’s and 90’s, have entirely lost their
ability to drive results in the modern context. You see, we’ve isolated
the very skills and traits that must be converged if we are ever to
experience the level of performance that we are so capable of. This
session brings together powerful insights from peak performance
psychology, mythology and business lore to craft an entirely new
approach to creating extraordinary results. Learning Outcomes:
Explore the 5 critical gaps that hold even the smartest back; Learn the
daily convergence practices used by the world’s highest performers;
Uncover new and massive growth opportunities.

Building An Invincible Brand In An
Uncertain World
MELISSA AGNES
MANAGED BY MICHELLE JOYCE SPEAKERS
We live in a world of uncertainty and real-time
challenges – and bad things happen to good companies and good
people. Are you prepared? Does your team know exactly what to
do, what to say, and how to get ahead of the story when things go
wrong? Are you ready to protect the reputation and brand you’ve
worked so hard to build? In this program, speaker and author Melissa
Agnes, provides an applicable roadmap for building an invincible
brand through effective communication, issue management, and
crisis readiness, resulting in increased organizational trust, credibility,
and goodwill. Learning Outcomes: Predict, manage, and overcome
real-time challenges when things go wrong; Exceed stakeholder and
customer expectations when it matters most; Empower your team to
make smart decisions that are focused on protecting relationships and
reputation; Identify the difference between an issue and a crisis, and
respond appropriately, effectively, and immediately.

10:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. SPECIAL SESSION (continued)

Redefine Possible:
Lesson for Tackling Mountains
SPENCER WEST
Spencer West invites audiences to experience
the transformation that can occur when we
“redefine possible”. With his trademark humor and humility, Spencer
spins a spellbinding story of the challenges he faced after losing his
legs from the pelvis down at age five, and the journey of discovery
that ultimately enabled him to summit Mount Kilimanjaro using his
hands and wheelchair. Spencer applies the insights gleaned from a
lifetime of overcoming obstacles to help audiences identify their own
roadblocks and push past them. His inspiring message and tangible
life lessons motivates audiences to believe they can tackle any goal,
whether personal or professional.
12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. LUNCH** (Point Grey)
SPONSORED BY PHIL HANSEN
Enjoy locally-inspired food and great conversation.
1:15 p.m. -2:15 p.m. CONCURRENT SESSIONS* (Shaughnessy I & II)
Select one of the following. Specific room assignments may be found in the App.

Convergence: A Deep Dive Into The Gaps That Prevent
World Class Performance and How To Close Them
PRESENTER: PHILL NOSWORTHY
Building on his morning session, join cult favourite Phill Nosworthy
in a deeply engaging exploration of the 5 critical gaps that prevent
personal mastery and peak performance and exactly what you can
to to close them. This powerfully interactive session has transformed
the lives of leading professionals and high performers all across the
world. Together with your peers, you will bring convergence between:
Skill and Character - your talent < > the substance of who you are.
Knowledge and Application - what you know < > what you put into
practice. Identity and Reputation - who you think you are < > who they say
you are. Intention and Action - what you plan to do < > what you actually
do. Confidence and Courage - how you feel < > what you are capable of.

Choose Your Lens: Transform Issues into Opportunities
PRESENTER: MELISSA AGNES
Issue management is a part of every business -- whether it’s a
customer complaint, an operational mishap, or worse. The lens
through which you choose to see a negative event directly impacts
the actions you take in response to it, and ultimately impacts the
result that event will have on your brand. Sustainable success in
business is built from strong, loyal relationships. What happens when
a negative issue threatens the very relationships you've spent years
developing and nurturing? How can you ensure your entire team –
whether you’re a team of 1 or 100 – will react and respond in a way
that results in increasing trust, loyalty, and credibility, rather than
depreciating from it? Melissa provides real-world ideas and answers
for turning negative events into new opportunities for creating
customer loyalty. Learn how to increase trust with relationships that
matter most to the sustainability and success of your business.
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SATURDAY APRIL 6
2:15 p.m. - 2:45 p.m. BREAK** (Pinnacle Foyer)
ENGAGE LOUNGE HOSTED BY CAA SPEAKERS
Recharge your tech and bio batteries while connecting with colleagues
in the Engage Lounge located in the Pinnacle Foyer.

4:00 p.m. -6:30 p.m. disENGAGE (FREE TIME)
6:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. RECEPTION** (Pinnacle Foyer)
SPONSORED BY THINKING HEADS
Celebrate with your colleagues during this festive reception featuring
light hors d'oeuvres and cocktails. We will have a photographer on-site
to take candid and posed photos. Seating for dinner will begin at 7:30 p.m.

2:45 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. CLOSING KEYNOTE

The Real W.O.W. Factor
JADE SIMMONS
PRESENTED BY GSB SPEAKER MANAGEMENT
Concert pianist Jade Simmons went from being
an accidental speaker during her classical music
concerts to a sought-after secret weapon to the world’s most superlative
brands. The key shift? Building an inimitable, intentional brand and
being featured on multiple distinguished bureau rosters. Known as a
communications chameleon, Jade transcends audience demographics
and speaks on a diverse variety of topics authoritatively and
passionately from corporate audiences, to college commencements,
from ministry to marketplace, and prestigious leadership events from
Houston to Chile to Geneva. A believer in truly customized experiences,
Jade will be premiering a new transformational, mainstage experience,
a stunning musical keynote entitled The Real W.O.W Factor. The
presentation doubles as inspiration catered to empower those in the
industry as well as a world-class display of audience engagement
and what Jade believes is the future of professional speaking.

7:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. AWARDS PROGRAM & SHOW**
SPONSORED BY PREMIERE SPEAKERS BURUEAU
Join us for our closing ceremony with Emcee,
Jessica Holmes helping us recognize the
companies and individuals that have made a
difference in our industry and the community.
A list of the awards/past recipients may be found on Page 19.

Live the Laughter
Close out this year's convention experience
with a mix of wonder, inspiration and laughter
as Wayne Lee performs his highly interactive
comedy hypnosis show.

ode to parUnerships
Thanks to our bureau partners for
believing in us. With your help we’ve just
exceeded 10 spin off bookings back to
bureaus. Your partnership & support has
meant the world to us, and our speakers.
We look forward to the next hundred together.

Check us out at... odemanagement.com

disruptors... thought leaders... innovators...
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SPEAKER BIOGRAPHIES

A brief biographical statement for each of the speakers presenting at session at the
convention is included below. Additional information is availabel in the Mobile App
under their speaker profile page.
Speakers are listed alphabetically by last name.

CHERYL CRAN, CSP

COLONEL CHRIS
HADFIELD

CHRIS MATHERS

For over two decades Cheryl Cran has built a reputation for delivering extraordinary value to clients that include AT&T, Bell
Mobility, Omnitel, Gartner, British Telcomm, Manulife, as well as mid-sized companies and entrepreneurs in industries that
include technology, health, agriculture, finance, insurance and more.The common theme of all of Cheryl’s life’s work is a ‘people
first’ and digital second approach to create a more human future, helping companies to build the leadership capacity needed
to ‘change the world through business.’ Recognized as the #1 Future of Work influencer by Onalytica, and author of 7 books
including the Amazon bestseller, NextMapping™ – Anticipate, Navigate and Create the Future of Work”. Cheryl’s future of work
thought leadership has been featured in publications such as Huff Post, Forbes, IABC Magazine, Law Magazine, Metro New York,
Entrepreneur Magazine, Readers Digest, CBS Online, NBC Online, Fox Online and more.
For more info on booking Cheryl, visit http://www.nextmapping.com.
A heavily-decorated astronaut, engineer and test pilot, Colonel Chris Hadfield became a worldwide internet sensation while
serving as the first Canadian Commander of the International Space Station. His video of David Bowie’s Space Oddity — seen
by hundreds of millions — was called “possibly the most poignant version of the song ever created” by Bowie himself. Since
returning to Earth, Colonel Hadfield has continued inspiring people globally as a top speaker, author of three internationally
bestselling books, Masterclass teacher, co-creator and host of the award-winning BBC series Astronauts, and as co-host, with
actor Will Smith, of the National Geographic series One Strange Rock.
For more info on booking Colonel Hadfiled, visit https://www.speakers.ca/speakers/chris-hadfield.

Chris Mathers spent most of his life working undercover for the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, US Drug Enforcement
Administration and the US Customs Service. He is the author of CRIME SCHOOL: Money Laundering. Chris personally infiltrated
criminal organizations in North America, the Caribbean, Latin America and Europe. Chris’ controversial style describes the
secret underworld of gangsters and terrorists, in a candid, no-punches-pulled style. Chris is a popular media commentator and
has appeared on television and radio interviews on CNN, PBS, MSNBC, as well as media outlets in Asia, Africa, Europe, Australia
and the Caribbean and Canada.
For more info on booking Chris, visit https://www.speakers.ca/speakers/chris-mathers.

Dr. JP Pawliw-Fry taught executive education at Kellogg School of Management and now spends his time acting as an advisor
to the US Army and Navy, Fortune 500 companies such as IBM, Mercedes Benz and Goldman Sachs and as performance coach
to NFL, NBA teams, and Olympic medal winning athletes. He researches and writes on the variables that drive performance and
leadership (his firm surveys over 40,000 people a month) and his book, Performing Under Pressure, The Science of Doing Your Best
When it Matters Most, became a NY Times bestseller and was named by INC Magazine as one the top 10 business books of the year.
For more info on booking JP, visit https://www.ihhp.com.
DR JP PAWLIW-FRY

JADE SIMMONS

By repeatedly defying expectations, delivering riveting performances and combining passion and innovation, Jade Simmons
has been named Classical Music's "No.1 Maverick"! Called a "musical force of nature", She is easily one of the most exciting and
versatile artists today. Classically trained in piano performance at Northwestern and Rice Universities, Jade has eschewed the
traditional recital in favor of taking her audiences on concert adventures that span Rachmaninoff to Rap. Today, she delivers
MainStage keynote presentations that combine music, virtuoso performance, and riveting storytelling to speak into the hearts,
minds, and goals of a company’s most valuable resource…their people. In the last two years, ﬁnancial services companies,
pharmaceutical giants, Innovators, universities, and major conferences like Simmons International Leadership all saw ﬁt to
bring Jade in to power up their legions and leaders. Her experiences blend uncommon inspiration with mind-blowing classical
and original genre-bending music, all while driving home an organization's theme.
For more info on booking Jade, visit www.https://goodmanspeakers.com/speakers/simmons_jade.
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EMCEE & ENTERTAINER BIOGRAPHIES

JESSICA HOLMES

WAYNE LEE

A favourite on Royal Canadian Air Farce, Jessica Holmes has brought the house down opening for giants such as Ellen
DeGeneres, Russell Peters, Jerry Seinfeld, and Oprah Winfrey. Her hilarious take on life’s challenges as well as her unique knack
for skewering celebrities have audiences in stitches. Her customized emcee and entertainment presentations, which include
motivation and wellness, are always a hit. As a performer, Jessica’s productions have garnered her a “Platinum Award” at The
Worldfest International Film Festival, and nominations for both the Gemini Awards and the prestigious Tim Sims Scholarship.
She has also appeared at Just For Laughs and Second City, and is known for her work in films, including Welcome to Mooseport,
Citizen Duane, and Moonpoint.
For more info on booking Jessica, visit http://www.speakers.ca/speakers/jessica-holmes.
If there's one thing peak performance experts like Wayne Lee agree on, it's that the mind is capable of leading us anywhere.
Wayne's own journey to excellence was fueled with an unrelenting passion for entertaining and empowering people. From a
childhood fascination with magic and visualization, his gift for seeing and acting on what's possible has grown to international
proportions. He is one of North America's premier corporate presenters, an award winning entertainer, published author and
peak performance coach to professionals of all walks of life. He has appeared on television shows and radio programs and has
presented to clients such as IBM, General Motors and Princess Cruise Lines. Wayne's unique combination of mental programming
tools and comedy hypnosis demonstrations turn average events into transformational experiences for all involved.
For more info on booking Wayne, visit http://www.waynelee.com .

MEMBER PRESENTERS

Nick Gold

Diane Goodman, CMP
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Special thanks to the following members who are sharing their time and insights as a presenter
at this year’s convention.
• Nick Gold, Managing Director, Speakers Corner (UK)
• Diane Goodman, Founder, Goodman Speakers (USA)
• Shawn Hanks, CEO, Premiere Speakers Bureau (USA)
• Tim Mathy, Partner, SpeakInc. (USA)

Shawn Hanks

Tim Mathy

IASBtalks

Additional info, including booking contact, topics and fees, is available online (www.iasbweb.org) or the Mobile
App under their speaker profile page. IASB Members are eligible for a special booking incentive - login to
the members-only section of the website or contact the IASB office for details.
Speakers are listed alphabetically by last name.

MELISSA AGNES

RISHA GRANT

Speaker, author, and business consultant Melissa Agnes has helped dozens of global brands and government agencies deal
with crises, preventing and managing a wide range of issues before they become catastrophic. Her client list includes financial
organizations, technology companies, healthcare organizations, government agencies, cities/municipalities, energy companies,
global non-profits and others. Melissa is a sought-after international crisis management keynote speaker. She travels the world
speaking to organizations and audiences including NATO, Ministries of Foreign Affairs, Ministries of Foreign Defense, Ministries
of Health, as well as a wide range of private and public companies, universities and non-profit organizations. She has had the
honor of sharing the stage with members of the Ukraine government and the International Committee of the Red Cross. A goto source for the press, Melissa's recent press coverage includes Forbes, WSJ, VIBE Magazine, USA Today and more.
For more info on booking Melissa, visit www.michellejoyce.com.
Risha Grant is diversity personified. From her race, gender and lifestyle choices, to being a young, small business owner and
tackling economic issues, every area of her life intersects diversity. She is also the founder & CEO of Risha Grant LLC, an awardwinning diversity consulting and communications firm. Their mission is to utilize diversity communication strategies, tactics
and training as a catalyst to create an inclusive culture in every company and community. As an international speaker, Risha
has worked with governors, NBA teams, mayors, CEOs of Fortune 500 companies and other business and community leaders
to reduce bias and further the understanding of Diversity & Inclusion. Through her interactive keynotes and deep-dive training
sessions, Risha teaches and empowers attendees with Diversity & Inclusion tools to increase their bottom line and permission
to get rid of their BS. For more info on booking Risha, visit www.6degreespeakers.com/speakers/RishaGrant.

Stacey Hanke is author of book #2, Influence Redefined…Be the Leader You Were Meant to Be, Monday to Monday®. She is
also co-author of the book, Yes You Can! Everything You Need From A To Z To Influence Others To Take Action. Stacey is founder
of Stacey Hanke Inc. She has trained and presented to thousands to rid business leaders of bad body language habits and to
choose words wisely in the financial industry to the healthcare industry to government and everyone in between. Her client list
is vast from Coca-Cola, FedEx, Kohl’s, Discover, CBRE, Wyndham Hotel Group, McDonald’s, Nationwide, US Cellular and General
Mills. In addition to her client list, she has been the Emcee for TEDx. She has inspired thousands as a featured guest on media
STACEY HANKE, CSP outlets including; The New York Times, Forbes, Entrepreneur, Thrive, SmartMoney magazine, The Economist and Business Week.
She is a Certified Speaking Professional-a valuable accreditation earned by less than 10% of speakers worldwide.
For more info on booking Stacey, visit http://www.staceyhankeinc.com.
Phill Nosworthy is an executive advisor, speaker and content creator in the subject areas that make business and life
meaningful. His insights into personal mastery, leadership and career acceleration have gained him a cult following among
high performers of leading companies the world over. He has worked in more than 50 cities and 30 countries globally and
counts Microsoft, ING, Universal Music and the Commonwealth Bank among his long term clients. He is the co-founder and
Managing Director of Switch Learning and Development, a transformative professional development agency with a reputation
for challenging seasoned and high potential teams to even greater levels of performance.
PHILL NOSWORTHY For more info on booking Phill, visit http://odemanagement.com/speakers/phill-nosworthy.

DUNCAN WARDLE

SPENCER WEST

Having worked at Disney for 25 years, most recently as Head of Innovation and Creativity, Duncan Wardle now
serves as an independent consultant, helping companies embed a culture of innovation and creativity across their
organizations. Delivering a series of keynotes, workshops and ideation forums, his unique Design Thinking process helps
people capture unlikely connections, leading to both fresh thinking and revolutionary ideas. At Disney his innovation
team helped Lucas Films, Marvel, Pixar and Disney Imagineering to innovate, creating magical storylines and amazing
experiences for consumers around the globe. He is a multiple TEDx speaker and contributor to Fast Company. He teaches
Innovation and Creativity workshops at Yale, UNC and UF. He holds the American Citizen Award presented at the White
House, an Hons. Doctorate from Edinburgh University and the Duke of Edinburgh Award, presented by Queen Elizabeth.
For more info on booking Duncan, visit https://www.duncanwardle.com.
The life of visionary and activist Spencer West has been marked by both obstacles and triumph. After losing both legs from
the pelvis down at the age of five, he entered a world that might have easily defeated him. Instead, he tackled challenge after
challenge, learning to navigate in a world set against those with disabilities. His many accomplishments and lessons learned
along the way, led him to discover the techniques business leaders, professionals, educators and young people can use to
redefine possible in their own lives and careers. Whether headlining corporate conferences, mesmerizing audiences in 20,000seat stadiums, or leading volunteer excursions for youth and adults, Spencer’s words and actions have encouraged millions to
stand up, face challenges and embrace change. Everyone leaves with pertinent lessons they can apply to redefine what their
possible is. For more info on booking Spencer, visit http://www.metowe.com/speakers-bureau/spencer-west.
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IASB RECOGNITION

Each year at convention during the Awards Program, we recognize individuals who have made a
contribution to the association and speakers bureau industry. Below is a partial list of Recipients
from the last 5 years; the entire list is available online at www.iasbeb.org.

John Palmer Award

President’s Award

Above and Beyond Award

Selected by the Awards Committee to recognize an Selected by the President to recognize the one on the Board Selected by the President to recognize an individual that
individual that has shown exemplary service to the of Governors who has been most helpful to the President. has gone beyond the call of duty to serve the association.
association and industry.
2014 Jill Nickerson & Sheldon Senek
2014 Bill Fournet

2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

Jim Keppler
Gail Davis
Rich Gibbons
Shawn Hanks
Leanne Christie

Dottie Walters Helping Hand Award
Selected by the IASB Awards Committee to recognize an
individual who has demonstrated exceptional willingness
to assist others.

2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

Daniel Romero-Abreu Kaup
Randy Ehman
Christa Haberstock
Karen Harris
Tony D'Amelio

2015
2016
2017
2018

Brian Palmer
Santiago Zapata
Sheldon Senek
Charlotte Raybourn

Pace Setter Award
Selected by the IASB President to recognize an individual
who has set the pace by introducing a new program or
service that has moved the association forward.

2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

Jo Cavender
Sheldon Senek
Charlotte Raybourn
Santiago Zapata
Michelle Joyce

2015
2016

2017
2018

Lisa Carnemolla-Comerford
Betty Garrett; Michele Lucia;
James Maroney &
Francisco Rodriguez-Aguirre
Miriam Feuerle & Nick Gold
Ivan Abanades & Arnold Sand

Lifetime Achievement Award
Selected by the IASB Board of Governors to recognize
outstanding, creative, innovative and visionary leadership
to the growth and advancement of the industry.

2007
2009

Dottie Walters
Jim Montoya, CAE

Community Service Award
Each year, to increase awareness of the ways in which speakers bureaus and agencies make a difference in their local community, IASB recognizes
member organizations through our Community Service Award Program. For more information on how you can get involved, visit www.iasbweb.org.
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BOARD OF
GOVERNORS
2018-2019 Board:
The following individuals provide leadership for
the association as a volunteer on the IASB Board
of Governors. Please join us in expressing our
appreciation for their commitment, generosity
wisdom and service to both the association and
the industry.
Members interested in serving on the IASB Board are invited
to submit an application online by December 1st.

Charlotte Raybourn
President

Richard Schelp
President-Elect

Randy Ehman
Secretary-Treasurer

Sheldon Senek
Past President

Marie Fredette, CAE
Executive VP

Nick Gold

Christa Haberstock
Colson

Peter Jacobs

Tim Mathy

Ann Shavrick Sudry

Leanne Christie

Rich Gibbons

Shawn Hanks

Karen Harris

Lucinda de Castro

Michele Lucia

Martin Perelmuter

Francisco Rodriguez

Andrew Stoney

Ana Tikhomiroff

VOLUNTEER LEADERS
Special thanks to the following individuals who
are sharing their time, energy and expertise as a
Committee Chair.
To express interest in a committee, visit www.iasbweb.org.

Michelle Joyce

Brittanny Kreutzer
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SPECIAL THANKS!

The following companies helped make this convention possible through a contribution as a sponsor, speaker
host or convention committee member. For more information on how you can get involved, visit www.iasbweb.org.

BUREAUS / AGENCIES / SPEAKER MANAGEMENT
6 Degrees Speaker Management
+1 403-999-6260 6degreespeakers.com
A-Speakers
+1 347-223-5128 a-speakers.com
Allenamenti Speakers Bureau
+52 55-2591-5652 allenamenti.com.mx
CAA Speakers
+1 212-461-7243 caa.com
Charlotte Raybourn Speaker Management
+1 913-890-3246 charlotteraybourn.com
cmi speaker management
+1 403-259-6918 cmispeakers.com
D’Amelio Network
+1 203-883-9248 damelionetwork.com
Executive Speakers Bureau
+1 901-754-9404 executivespeakers.com
Global Speakers Agency
+1 604-734-3663 globalspeakers.com
Goodman Speakers
+1 860-687-1116 goodmanspeakers.com
JLA
+44 020-790-7280 jla.co.uk

Keppler Speakers
+1 703-516-4000 kepplerspeakers.com

Thinking Heads
+34 91-310-7740 thinkingheads.com

Me to We Speakers Bureau
+1 416-964-8942 metowe.com

UTA Speakers
+1 212-645-4200 utaspeakers.com

Michelle Joyce Speakers
+1 704-965-2339 michellejoyce.com
ODE Management
+61 129-818-5199 odemanagement.com
Premiere Speakers Bureau, Inc.
+1615-261-4000 premierespeakers.com

SPEAKERS/CONSULTANTS
3 Ring Circus
+1 248-910-7573 3ringcircus.com
Alden Mills
+1 617-897-9799 alden-mills.com

Royce Carlton, Inc., an ICM Partners
Company
+1 212-355-7700 roycecarlton.com

NextMapping
+1 604--682-3100 nextmapping.com

Smart Speakers
+52 55-5047-4000 smartspeakers.mx

Phil Hansen
+1 651-321-4996 philinthecircle.com

Speakers Corner
+44 207-607-7070 speakerscorner.co.uk

MARKETING/AUDIO-VISUAL

SpeakersOffice
+1 760-603-8110 speakersoffice.com

BFH Imaging (Video/Photography)
+1 386-690-2302 bfhimaging.com

Speakers' Spotlight
+1 800-333-4453 speakers.ca

Bulk Books
+1 615-905-4462 bulkbooks.com

SpeakInc
+1 858-228-3771 speakinc.com

FMAV (Audio-Visual)
+1 888-287-.3687 fmav.com

The Harry Walker Agency
+1 646-227-4900 harrywalker.com

Tom Lee Music
+1 615-905-4462 bulkbooks.com

Our partnership
with Bulkbooks.com
provides a very userfriendly approach with
exceptional service and
competitive discounts.
HOLLI CATCHPOLE
SPEAKERSOFFICE, INC.

Many bureaus are already
and generating additional

Our clients have been pleased and
GDA is able to enjoy additional
revenue for very little effort!

revenue—with their own

GAIL DAVIS • GDA

giving themselves an edge—

free customized bookstore.
Email us for more info:
Lauren@bulkbooks.com
Bulk Books is a division of
Premiere Marketing Inc.
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We’re always looking for ways to
diversify our revenue streams, and
Bulkbooks.com hits the nail on the
head for us.
ALEC MELMAN • GOTHAM ARTISTS

Bringing you
Global Top
Leaders
Since 2003

Saran Kaba Jones

Aric Dromi

Founder & CEO of FACE Africa

Professional Disruptor, Futurologist
and Digital Philosopher

Carlo Ancelotti

Isabel Aguilera

Winning Football Coach
3 European Cups

Former Executive at Google and
General Electric Spain and Portugal

Monique Morrow

Pau Gasol

Cisco CTO and Evangelist of
New Frontiers Engineering

NBA Legend

Mariano Sigman

Kiran Bir Sethi

Global TED Speaker.
Neuroscientist and Author

Founder of Design for Change &
The Riverside School in India

Miami, USA
+1 (305) 424 13 20
Madrid, Spain
+(34) 91 310 77 40
Seoul, Republic of Korea
+82-2-376-4620
info@thinkingheads.com

Th1
Services
Leader Positioning Strategy
Content creation
Strategic alliances

www.thinkingheads.com
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